KINGS ENGLISH 2016
GRADE 10
11
Task 1. Choose the best word to fill in spaces. (20 points)
Sample: I was very ________, but I pretended that I was interested.
A. boredom

B. boring

C. bored

1. My sister works out every day, so she's in a very good ------------.
A. shaped
B. shape
C. shaping
2. Teona is very good- ----------------- .
A. looking
B. viewed

C. haired

3. _ How long have you had your ________? _ Since I was 19.
A. driver's license

B. driver's permission

C. driving test

4. Most people know that wearing a ________ is a good idea.
A. car belt
B. seat belt
C. seat button
5. We still have to -------- a hotel and to buy our plane tickets.
A. book
B. make
6. I haven't worn ________ since I was a kid.
A. ties

B. pyjamas

C. do
C. curtains

7. When you ________, you should close your mouth with your hand.
A. smile
B. yawn
C. sleep
8. I've been pretty ________ with my job, so I'm looking for a new one.
A. unhappy
B. satisfied
C. happy
9. When John saw his ex-girlfriend talking to another boy, he became very ________.
A. afraid
B. exhausted
C. jealous
10. I got drunk and made a fool of myself at the party. Now I feel ________.
A. surprised

B. embarrassed

C. grateful

Task 2. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (15 points)
Sample: My mother's mother is my
. grandmother

--------------.

B. sister

C. aunt

11. A couch ________ is someone who spends a lot of time on the sofa watching TV.
A. potato
B.person
C. sitter
12. A ________ is a serial drama with a very simple plot usually about love.
A. soft opera
B. love opera
C. soap opera
13. Spinach, kale, and other vegetables with leaves are referred to as ------- greens.
A.leafy
B. leaf
C. sticky
14. A -------------- is a long period without any rain.
A.drought
B. draft
C. hurricane
15. A person who shows a desire to control or dominate his/her partner is ------.
A.mild

B. possessive

C. kind

Task 3. Complete the conversation. (10 points)
Sample: See you tomorrow. ____________.
A. There you are

B. Sure enough

. Yes, see you

16. He looks old and sickly.
A. All right.

B. Yes, he does.

C. I believe you.

17. I must have left it at the duty-free shop.
A. Don't be lazy.
B. Don't worry.

C. Are you OK?

18. There's plenty of time.
A. Why are you in a hurry? B. It's good for you.

C. I won't take much.

19. It takes only ten minutes to get there. We can leave now.
A. Good.
B. Don't cry.
C. You must be impatient.
20. It's bad for health to be so anxious about everything.
A. You must be patient.

B. Don't be lazy.

C. Are you OK?

Task 4. Find the correct synonym. (15 points)
Sample: Super
A. Mean

B. Rainy

. Great

21. Occupation
A. Job

B. Man

C. See

22. Tiny
A. Very soft
23. Tired

B. Very happy

C. Very small

A. Kind
24. Weird

B. Worn out

C. Ready

A. Strange
25. Rich

B. Great

C. Calm

B. Different

C. Wealthy

A. Correct

Task 5. Put in the correct preposition. (10 points)
Sample: She left without paying ---------- the meal.
. for
B. from
C. to
26. Please explain the meaning of this word ---------- your classmates.
A. to
B. for
C. out
27. Do you believe ___ ghosts?
A.in
B. of
28. They accused him --------- murder.
A. of

B. for

C. about
C. in

29. It might be dangerous. Can you prevent him ---------- doing it?
A. from
B. by
C. for
30. The tea that she served smelled ---------- mint.
A. with
B. about

C. of

Task 6. Choose the correct answer. (30 points)
Sample: I --------born in Rome.
. was
B. is

C. have

31. You must ________ the book that you borrowed from the library.
A. returning
B. returned
C. return
32. ____________ he doesn't understand us.
A. Maybe
B. May be
33. We discussed ---------- a lot of topics.

C. May to be

A. about
B. C. of
34. I thought that ______ essay I wrote for my Spanish Literature class was great, but I only got a C.
A. B. the
C. a
35. When I -------- into the store, the assistant asked me if I needed help finding something.
A. walked

B. have walk

36. I was --------- last month.
A. hire
B. hiring

C. walking
C. hired

37. I'm thinking about -------------- my job.
A. quit
B. quits
C. quitting
38. The waves are ------- big, and I'm afraid they'll knock me down.
A. to
B. too
39. ------------- crabs have eight legs and two claws.

C. as

A. Much
B. Most
40. There are ----------- birds flying around here.

C. A lots of

A. much

B. lot of

C. a lot of

Bonus task: Choose the correctly spelled word A,B, or C. (15 points)
Sample: A. variouse

. various

C. variaus

1. A. sucsess

B. success

C. suksess

2. A. connection
3. A. exhausted
4. A. intention

B. conection
B. exhosted
B. intantion

C. connnektion
C. axhausted
C. intendion

5. A. entartainment

B. enterteinment

C. entertainment

